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LAW AND ORDER IN ESTONIAN MUSICAL THEATRE

In Estonia, activity in the field of musical theatre seems to take place in two parallel worlds

(without diving in to questions of terminology, I consider the wider term of musical theatre to

embrace opera as well). Opera performances are staged in National Opera Estonia and in the

multi-genre theatre Vanemuine. Especially the National Opera Estonia stands out as

conservative in its choice of repertoire as well as opera directing. When the renowned

German opera director Tobias Kratzer staged 2016 Verdi`s “Aida” at the National Opera

without the typical Egyptian attributes, whilst also including more physical expression, a

large part of the audience as well as the critics saw it as crossing the borderline. A different

attitude rules outside institutionalised theatre and especially in the case of new productions,

where at least nearing the borders is acceptable and new performative solutions are being

sought. The presentation uses case studies to analyse the setting of borders in institutional and

non-institutional musical theatre productions and asks what it would take to cross those

borders.
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